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$100 Question from Poetry Terms

The repetition of the initial sounds of several words



$100 Answer from Poetry Terms

alliteration



$200 Question from Poetry Terms

A stanza of two lines, usually rhyming



$200 Answer from Poetry Terms

couplet



$300 Question from Poetry Terms

A figure of speech which is an 
exaggeration or overstatement



$300 Answer from Poetry Terms

Hyperbole



$400 Question from Poetry Terms

A figure of speech which gives human 
qualities to an object or an animal 



$400 Answer from Poetry Terms

personification



$500 Question from Poetry Terms

A figure of speech that makes a  
comparison between two unlike objects 
using the words “like” or “as”



$500 Answer from Poetry Terms

simile



$100 Question from Types of Poetry

Another term for “heroic poem”



$100 Answer from Types of Poetry

epic



$200 Question from Types of Poetry

A deliberately conventional poem 
expressing an urbane poet’s nostalgic image 
of the supposed peace and simplicity of the 
life of shepherds in an idealized natural 
setting



$200 Answer from Types of Poetry

Pastoral 



$300 Question from Types of Poetry

A poem written in unrhymed iambic 
pentameter



$300 Answer from Types of Poetry

Blank 
Verse



$400 Question from Types of Poetry

A short definition of it is: ”it is a song, transmitted orally, which tells a 
story”



$400 Answer from Types of Poetry

Ballad



$500 Question from Types of Poetry

A traditional song or poem taught to 
young children and handed down from
 generation to generation



$500 Answer from Types of Poetry

Nursery rhyme



$100 Question from Famous Poets

He wrote la belle dame sans merci



$100 Answer from Famous Poets

John keats



$200 Question from Famous Poets

he wrote: when you are old



$200 Answer from Famous Poets

w.b. yeats



$300 Question from Famous Poets

He wrote: the road not taken & mending wall



$300 Answer from Famous Poets

Robert frost



$400 Question from Famous Poets

He wrote: step by step



$400 Answer from Famous Poets

Philip larkin



$500 Question from Famous Poets

he wrote: the house of fame & the book of the 
duchess



$500 Answer from Famous Poets

Geoffrey chaucer



$100 Question from Authors of the 
poem

Once more the storm is hawling,and half hid
Under this cradle-hood and coverlid 



$100 Answer from Authors of the 
poem  

w.b. yeats



$200 Question from Authors of the 
poem

What are days for  
Days are where we live
They come they take us…….



$200 Answer from Authors of the 
poem

Philip larkin



$300 Question from Authors of the 
poem 

 I wonder where they get those tokens,
Did I pass that way huge times ago 
and………..



$300 Answer from Authors of the 
poem

Walt whitman



$400 Question from Authors of the 
poem 

How many loved your moments of glad 
grace,
And loved your beauty with love false or true



$400 Answer from Authors of the 
poem 

w.b. yeats



$500 Question from Authors of the 
poem

“forget/… the weariness, the fever, and the fret”



$500 Answer from Authors of the 
poem

John keats



Final Jeopardy

She wrote: Smoke and Ashes:  
               The Story of the Holocaust



Final Jeopardy Answer

Barbara Rogasky


